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Abstract
Several new location-based information applications
reveal sets of places that an individual frequently visits.
This practice gives rise to related privacy questions and
new interface needs. For example, while electronic
system users want to be in control of private data and
know how those who have it will employ it [10], there
are no design guidelines for garnering informed consent
for using place-based information. In addition, the set
of places a person frequents may reveal information
such as: 1) when they are likely to go to a place, or 2)
within close proximity, where they live. If a user
considers this information private, they may still
inadvertently disclose it: humans have difficulty
comprehending aggregate effects of their actions [1]. A
system could therefore deliver benefit by identifying
notable risks and informing the user. This research plan
will address these key issues and will ultimately inform
privacy interface design.
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Introduction

RQ2: How can we successfully inform users about the
effects of location-based information disclosures?

Until recently it was difficult to collect a digital history
of places that an individual frequently visits. Many new
applications gather this information in various forms,
including place-based recommenders, location-based
friend-finders, place annotation systems such as
GeoNotes [3] or PlaceOpedia (www.placeopedia.com),
and location-based advertising systems. While people
consider their presence at certain places private [2],
current systems do little to assist them in deciding
which place-based information to disclose. The goal of
this research is therefore to uncover design guidelines
that provide attractive, fast, and informative interfaces
that help users manage privacy concerns in this realm.

RQ3: What personal information can a person’s place
set reveal about them, and what is their comfort level
with others knowing this information?
Our overall goal is to inform interface design: we seek
to minimize the effort needed to protect privacy.

Research Application Platforms
We will use 2 location-based systems as research
platforms: PlaceMail, a personal location-based
reminder system, and a LoGo, a new map-based
community local search. First, PlaceMail runs on a cell
phone and with it, people leave errand-related
messages for themselves at places they frequent [9].
The cell phone uses GPS to sense their location, and
messages are delivered when they near a place with an
outstanding message. As a by-product of use, PlaceMail
users develop a list of everyday places they go.

We define place as one, or a contiguous set of
latitude/longitude points: it is often a building or
locality; it can be an open space such as a park or
corner bus stop. We differentiate a place from a path,
which is a contiguous line of latitude/longitude points :
it represents a route between places.

Second, LoGo offers functionality similar to map-based
local search tools like Google Maps1: with either tool, a
person can (1) view a geographic locale on a map and
(2) search for places (such as restaurants ) in the
locale. LoGo differs, however, because it gets its place
data from people who frequent the area. In contrast,
Google and others get place data from a commercial
vendor such as Navteq. Himmelstein finds the latter’s
place data incomplete and lacking character [6], so
LoGo stands to improve on the commercial systems.
For much of our research, PlaceMail users will consider
implications of contributing their everday places to
LoGo, thus putting it in public view.

Other researchers have studied preferences for
revealing one’s real-time presence at a place [7]. Our
work differs: rather than current location, we study the
set of places a person tends to visit over time. For a
head of household this might consist of work, the
grocery and hardware stores, child-activity places, etc.
In a preliminary study, we found subjects had concerns
about revealing locations they commonly frequent,
even in anonymous format. These results motivate our
research. To guide our efforts, we pose 3 high-level
research questions (RQs):
RQ1: What are user’s concerns about revealing places
they frequently visit, and how can we best study them?
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Our main research activities will include 1) designing,
evaluating, and reporting on a graphical informed
consent interface for contributing data, and 2) studying
the information that a person’s everyday place set can
reveal about them.

Visual informed consent displays
Local search contributors want to understand the
effects, both good and bad, of the information they
offer [4]. Further, a single contribution (such as adding
a place to the search engine) may have multiple
effects. We want to depict these multiple effects in a
user-friendly format, but have few good interface
examples to follow. This is because many systems do
not currently tell the user how (or if) they employ
collected data [4]. If they do, the explanation generally
consists of a lengthy text-based statement that users
rarely read [8]. Our goal is to pioneer an interface that
people will view and understand.
This is how your
contribution will
appear to others

Figure 1. Currently under
development, the Visual informed
consent interface will show users how
their data will appear to the public if
they contribute it to LoGo, a map -based
local search engine. With this view,
users can see contextual information
that may influence their contribution
decision.

We are currently building a visual informed consent
interface that illustrates how local search will use
contributed information, and we will seek to understand
how it is received by users. For example, do they
consult it? Do they understand the presented
information? Does it contain information necessary to
make a disclosure decision? The outcomes can
influence the consent process in other location-based
information systems, as well as other settings where a
visual consent display is workable. A prototype appears
in Figure 1.
We anticipate evaluating the interface in a lab study
where PlaceMail users will employ it to determine
whether to contribute places to LoGo. We will compare
performance of the graphical interface to a text
interface providing similar information.

Identifying and Preventing Sensitive
Information Disclosure
Next, contributing location-based information to a
community presents a unique set of risks: in
aggregate, a person’s contributions may reveal
unintended details about their location-based habits .
For example, how closely can an adversary determine
where a person lives, works, or when they are likely to
frequent a place based on their place-related
contributions to an online community? Since no others
have explored this topic, we will examine when a set of
location-based information is apt to reveal sensitive
personal information, develop algorithms to detect
these situations, and identify solutions for preventing
contributors from unintentionally disclosing private
information.
We also will explore people's sensitivity to revealing
location-based proximity. For example, would a data
contributor feel safe if a stranger can determine within
six blocks (or two blocks, or a mile) where they live?
We will examine this issue to learn 'how close is too
close' from the contributor's standpoint. This framework
can guide location-based information system designers,
such as those building place-based recommenders or
annotation applications. We will also explore related
questions:
How often do people make unintended location-based
information disclosures? Although a host of others have
studied location privacy issues, none have studied
whether those who contribute to location -based
information are aware that they might be revealing
aspects of their location via the aggregate of their
contributions. The results can affect informed consent
interface design.

How should an interface mitigate revealing sets
location-based contributions? If a person is about to
contribute a set of revealing location-based
information, should the system automatically conceal
their contributions from public view? Or should it alert
the user to the risk and let them mitigate the situation?
Related research does not directly answer this
question: Friedman et al. say if an informed consent
process takes too long, potential contributors will
default to always saying ‘no’ to contribution requests
[5]. This favors a system that automatically cloaks
revealing data. For example, the system could
automatically hide data contributions that are strong
determinants of where a person lives from public view.
On the other hand, users say they want to control their
private information [4], which suggests an interface
where they directly manage the situation. We will
explore these juxtaposed alternatives (as well as
hybrids of the two), and deliver guidelines that will
guide designers in handling this dilemma.
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